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US2843963 *, May 21, 1957, Jul 22, 1958, Butehorn William C, customer for spinning reel in fishing tackle. The primary object of this invention is to provide a novel and simple fishing reel construction which can be manipulated accurately and easily by a user holding the same in either the right hand or the left hand, which can be converted readily from operation by the right hand. This invention relates to fishing tackle and more particularly to a mechanical finger for controlling the line of spinning type fishing reels. Ordinarily, when casting heavy lures in the conventional manner, the line is held with the tip of the index finger, thereby putting a severe. A drag mechanism in a book of a plurality of washers. Some of the washers are metal while others are made of a high friction co-efficient material and are keyed to the main drive gear in the reel by means of a plurality of ears extending from the periphery. Citing Patent, Filing date, Publication date, Applicant, Title. US2843963 *, May 21, 1957, Jul 22, 1958, Butehorn William C, Mechanical finger for spinning reel in fishing tackle. US3045380 *, Nov 14, 1960, Jul 24, 1962, Pat Meredith, Fishing line brake for spinning reels. The case body 21 and the lid 25 can be removed from the fishing tackle and can be used as a protective cover for the fishing tackle purchased. US3085766 *, Mar 11, 1959, Apr 16, 1963, Fishing Tackle Company Of Amer, Spinning type fishing reel. CA678728A *, Jan 28, 1964, Kenneth P Morritt, Fishing reels. CH177881A *, Title not available. US3222009 *, Aug 8, 1963, Dec 7, 1965, Pflueger Corp, Spinning reel. US3222010 *, Apr 4, 1962, Dec 7, 1965, Urfabriken Ab, Spinning reels. US3223348 *, Oct 31, 1963, Dec 14, 1965, review Corp, Spin-cast fishing reel with level winding means. US3062473 *, Nov 19, 1959, Nov 6, 1962, Seras Roebuck And Co, Spin-cast fishing reel. US6655620, Sep 12, 2001, Dec 2, 2003, Shimano Inc. Spinning-reel oscillating mechanism.